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Process Paper
When the theme for this year’s competition was announced, I immediately had an idea
for a topic. As someone who loves languages, I thought that the theme of “Communication in
History” would be a great way to incorporate my interests into my NHD project. I thought back
to an elementary school unit on the Cherokee, and remembered learning about the creation of the
Cherokee written language. After doing some basic research, I realized that this topic was a
perfect fit for the theme.
Once I settled on this topic, I thought about which of the project categories would be
most well-suited to it. I decided to write a paper. I am much more comfortable with words and
sentences than I am with technology or performances, and I thought that the paper format would
be the most elegant and effective way for me to present my research and argument. After all, I
studied the Cherokee written language, so it was fitting that my project took the form of written
words.
I began my research process by looking for general information, mainly in the form of
biographies about Sequoyah. Once I had laid the groundwork, I looked for secondary sources
that provided more information about periods of Seqouyah’s life and details of his work that
were particularly relevant to the theme. These secondary sources pointed the way to specific
primary sources: the laws, articles, and treaties that I needed to understand the syllabary and its
impact on Cherokee history. As I wrote my paper around these sources, I researched more to fill
in gaps in my understanding, and this research guided me into new directions of my topic. This
organic process let my project be guided by the research, and as a result, my final thesis has
grown significantly from my earliest drafts.
In its final incarnation, my thesis argues that the syllabary was essential to the
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development and survival of the Cherokee nation before and after the Trail of Tears. I supported
this argument with evidence from a variety of sources showing the many uses of the syllabary,
and the effect these uses had on Cherokee history. From the Cherokee Phoenix to the
Constitution, the syllabary brought knowledge, information, and unity to the tribe, showing the
importance of communication, especially in difficult times.
However, my work was not done. After moving on to the state and national competitions,
I talked to my teacher about an idea I disagreed with in some secondary sources: the
characterization of the Cherokee syllabary as an example of Westernization. While the syllabary
was partly created in response to British and American use of written language and the power
that came with it, it was not intended to make Cherokee communication more Western, but rather
more permanent. Written language is not exclusive to Western societies, as the Cherokee
syllabary, and countless other written languages, prove. Everyone deserves the ability to write
their thoughts and feelings, and with his syllabary, Sequoyah gave the Cherokee just that.
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In a trailblazing act of innovation, Sequoyah, a Cherokee man, created a written language
for his people in less than a decade. This language, the Cherokee syllabary, was the first written
language of a North American Indigenous tribe, and it is still used today. Sequoyah’s creation
came at a critical juncture in history, as the Cherokee faced removal from their homeland by the
U.S. government. The syllabary, when used in a newspaper, allowed the Cherokee to spread
knowledge of this crisis throughout the tribe. When the Cherokees’ leaders signed a treaty to sell
the entirety of the tribe’s land without the consent or knowledge of the people, copies of the
treaty written in the syllabary armed every citizen with information to hold their government
accountable. After the U.S. brutally removed the Cherokee from their homeland and forced them
to migrate along The Trail of Tears, dividing the tribe, the syllabary was essential to
reconstruction and unification. The tribe wrote a constitution in the syllabary that has defined
and preserved their nation for centuries. However, the syllabary also resulted in the loss of
elements of traditional Cherokee culture and government. Seqouyah’s language, from its
inception to the present day, rapidly replaced previous methods of communication to enable the
Cherokee to convey information on a broader scale, ensure transparency in their government,
create laws, and persevere through challenges as a unified, informed, and sovereign nation.
Prior to the invention of Seuqoyah’s syllabary, the Cherokee did not use a written
language, relying instead on oral history to record the past.1 While the lack of writing was never
problematic for the Cherokee before, it became disadvantageous as the nation’s interactions with
the British, and later, the Americans, increased. Cherokee leaders signed more treaties to define
borders, sell land, and maintain peace with settlers. Without a written language of their own, the
Cherokee had to rely entirely on the English recordings of agreements, allowing the British and
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Americans to control the narrative of treaties, twist the terms of agreements, and go back on their
word.
This exploitation was first addressed by Sequoyah.2 While most Indigenous people had
observed Americans writing, and many learned how to write themselves, Sequoyah was the first
to attempt to create a written language for an Indigenous tribe. However, Sequoyah’s ideas were
met with skepticism. The longstanding tradition of oral history, as well as their past experiences
with manipulative writing, made many Cherokee wary of written language. They called books,
treaties, and other pieces of writing “talking leaves,” as White people communicated through
leaf-like sheets of paper. Some conservative Cherokee denounced these talking leaves as
witchcraft.3 Despite the doubts of his community, Sequoyah became committed to giving writing
to the Cherokee, saying in a translated quote, “If our people think I am making a fool of myself,
you may tell them that what I am doing will not make fools of them.”4
Sequoyah’s earliest attempt to create a written language for the Cherokee was a
logogram, where each individual word in the spoken language is associated with a symbol.5 This
approach proved to take far too long to create and even longer to learn. Instead, Sequoyah turned
to the sounds that make up spoken Cherokee. He isolated eighty-five different spoken syllables,
and then created a symbol to represent each one. In 1821, he finished the Cherokee Syllabary, as
seen in Appendix A, a system of symbols that constitutes the first written language of a North
American Indigenous tribe.6 After presenting the syllabary to the Cherokee Council, the tribe’s
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governing body, Sequoyah was formally asked to teach the Cherokee to read and write.
Sequoyah’s efforts to teach his syllabary were one of the most effective and efficient
literacy education programs in history. Since each symbol corresponds to a syllable, Cherokee
speakers can easily spell by sounding out words.7 Consequently, it took only a month for most
Cherokee to learn to read and write, and by 1825, most of the tribe was literate. The tribe’s
mistrust of writing waned, and while some still considered it to be witchcraft, they recognized
that this witchcraft could be useful. The Cherokee were soon creating talking leaves of their own;
one of the first of which was a newspaper called the Cherokee Phoenix.
The Cherokee Phoenix is one of the most important demonstrations of the
communication enabled by Sequoyah’s syllabary. First published on February 28, 1828 in New
Echota, the capital of the Cherokee nation, the Phoenix is a bilingual newspaper written in both
English and Cherokee.8 It was created and edited by Elias Boudinot,9 the nephew of Major
Ridge, an influential member of the Council.10 Ridge was the mentor of Principal Chief John
Ross, then the leader of the Council.11 Due to his connection with Ridge, and by extension, Ross,
Boudinot also served on the Council and as a result, the newspaper he created was largely
intended to be a government-sponsored source of information for both the Cherokee people and
White Americans. Since the newspaper was also written in English, the Phoenix was able to
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communicate the experiences of the Cherokee and the issues they faced to a broad audience of
White Americans, many of whom had never been exposed to their perspective before. The
Phoenix was also published under the name Cherokee Phoenix and Indian’s Advocate, a clear
demonstration of its use as a mouthpiece of Indigenous points of view. However, many historians
define the Phoenix’s impact in terms of the communication it enabled with White people when
truly, its impact should be defined by the communication it enabled within the tribe.12. Unlike
Americans, the Cherokee people had previously only had access to news through word of mouth,
but the Phoenix communicated to a much broader audience and provided them with reliable,
authenticated information, leading to a knowledgeable public that had never existed before. The
Phoenix is still produced today, continuing to inform the Cherokee people.13
When the first issues of the Phoenix were published, the Cherokee faced immense
pressure from the U.S. government to cede their land, so the Phoenix focused primarily on this
issue.14 In 1830, President Andrew Jackson signed the Indian Removal Act, designed to “provide
for an exchange of lands with the Indians residing in any of the states or territories, and for their
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removal west of the river Mississippi.”15 The Act enabled the government to trade land in the
West with Indigenous tribes in exchange for their homelands in the East. However, these “trades”
were never intended to be equal exchanges, but rather seizures of land hidden behind a facade of
fairness.
The majority of the Cherokee, including Ross, the most powerful person in the tribe,
opposed removal. Some members of the Council, however, believed that they were incapable of
stopping the growth of the U.S. and that it was better to stand aside than to risk being crushed.
Boudinot, in particular, shared this view, having once stated that the tribe “must either become
civilized and happy, or, sharing the fate of many kindred nations, become extinct.”16 Giving in to
the American idea of civilization meant cooperating with the Indian Removal Act, so a few
members of the Council, acting against Ross’s orders, began negotiations with the U.S. to sell the
tribe’s land. These negotiations eventually resulted in the Treaty of New Echota, the most
controversial document in the tribe’s history.17
The Treaty of New Echota was supported by only 500 Cherokee out of a tribe of
thousands. The Treaty’s signers, which included Boudinot and Ridge, sold all of the Cherokee
land east of the Mississippi River in exchange for $5 million and a portion of land in the
Oklahoma “Indian Country.”18 Although the treaty describes the signers as acting “with the full
power and authority to conclude a treaty with the United States,” in reality, they acted without
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the consent of the vast majority of the tribe.19
Boudinot published copies of the treaty translated into Seqouyah’s syllabary in the
Phoenix, with the intent to show the tribe that the signers had transparency and the will of the
people at heart, but his plan backfired. For the first time in the tribe’s history,
non-English-speaking Cherokee were able to read and understand their tribe’s treaties. This
newfound knowledge inspired protests against the Treaty of New Echota. The tribe was furious
that the signers had sold away the entirety of their land, without the permission of anyone outside
of the government. Ridge, Boudinot, and the other signers of the treaty were instantly met with
intense backlash, including several assassination attempts. Ridge was recorded saying that he had
“signed [his] death warrant” when he wrote his name on the treaty.20
Beyond violence, information about their leader’s betrayal also motivated the Cherokee
into civic action. With the help of Ross, a group of Cherokee numbering “upwards of fifteen
thousand” signed a petition to the U.S. Congress to nullify the treaty, calling it “fraudulent” and
saying that the signers had acted “against the wishes of the great body of the Cherokee people.''21
While Congress, at the urging of Americans eager to take over Cherokee land, rejected the
petition, it is still a powerful example of the Cherokee people taking power into their own
hands.22 This petition was the first time the common people attempted to negotiate with the U.S.
government, as well as the first time a significant number of Cherokee challenged the Council.
19
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Without the written communication of the Phoenix, the Cherokee would have been left in the
dark as their government signed away their homes, but thanks to Sequoyah’s syllabary, they were
informed and spurred into action against their leaders.
Since the translated copies of the treaty informed and incited the Cherokee into protests
against the Council, the removal did not follow the timetable the Council had established with
President Jackson. As a result, Jackson sent federal troops to evict the tribe, beginning the Trail of
Tears. From 1830 to 1840, more than 16,000 Cherokees were forcibly removed from their homes
and began a journey to the “Indian Territory” west of the Mississippi.23 This journey is known as
the Trail of Tears, because of the pain of the people forced to walk it. The Trail led to the deaths
of nearly a quarter of the Cherokees from sickness, hunger, exposure, and the violence of U.S.
soldiers.24 By the end of the decade, most Cherokees had moved to the West, but they were poor,
weak, and scattered throughout the land that is now Oklahoma. Furthermore, small groups of
Cherokee stayed in the East, hiding out in remote locations. This resulted in a fragmented tribe,
with different populations struggling to communicate with one another. The divisions were
heightened by grudges carried over from the East, as the signers of the treaty and those who
supported them found themselves the subject of hate and disdain by the rest of the tribe. The Trail
of Tears had not only taken the Cherokees’ homes and lives, but also their unity.
As the tribe adjusted to life in the West, Sequoyah and his syllabary were essential to
reconstruction. Sequoyah “assisted much in the reorganization of the Nation,” working alongside
Ross and the Council to find housing, reunite families, and re-establish the government.25 He
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also worked with Boudinot to set up offices for the Phoenix in the West.26 The newspaper was
incredibly important to the tribe’s reunification, as it allowed for communication between the
different political and geographic groups. The Phoenix devoted space to obituaries of those who
died on the trail, news stories, and, in a section aptly titled “Communication,” recorded
conversations, arguments, and statements from people throughout the tribe.27 These stories were
then distributed across “Indian Territory,” bringing people together where conversation could
not. The usage of the Phoenix in the West demonstrates how written language can bridge
differences across distance and political ideology, making a divided tribe unified once more.
Perhaps most importantly, the newspaper also detailed the ongoing process of creating
written laws, which would not have been possible without Sequoyah’s syllabary.28 Ross and a
new Cherokee Council began creating formal laws, and on September 6, 1839, the tribe’s
lawmakers ratified a constitution for the nation, written in the syllabary.29 In the Constitution, the
Cherokee Nation “reaffirms its sovereignty and mutually beneficial relationship with the United
States of America,” as well as determining its territorial boundaries, the structure of its
government, and the rights of its citizens.30 This constitution, and the systems it implemented,
were invaluable to the expansion of the tribe. About 16,000 Cherokee lived in the West after the
Trail of Tears, but today, that number is 141,000, making the Cherokee the largest Indigenous
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tribe in the U.S..31 As the tribe has grown, it has needed its government to grow with it, and so
the more organized and extensive administration created by the Constitution has been far more
effective in modern times than the Council could have been.
Nevertheless, the progress achieved by Sequoyah’s syllabary has not been without costs.
The syllabary and its use in sources like the Phoenix have rendered the Indigenous tradition of
oral history practically obsolete, and while oral history is still widely used today, it is now an art
form rather than a necessary means of communication. The constitutional government has
replaced the Council, a system of government with deep historical and cultural roots. These are
intangible losses, yet they exemplify the disappearance of traditional culture in favor of
modernized and increasingly Americanized developments. No invention comes without
consequences, and Sequoyah’s syllabary has caused losses as well as gains.
Still, the syllabary’s importance to history cannot be overlooked. The Phoenix and the
Constitution may be some of the most powerful examples of the syllabary at work, but they are
far from the only ones. Today, the Cherokee language has more literature written in it than any
other North American Indigenous language, with hundreds of talking leaves.32 Beyond the
Cherokee, Sequoyah’s syllabary has also been the inspiration for 21 written languages from
North America, Africa and Asia. 33 Though it was created in only a few years, Sequoyah’s
syllabary has lasted for two hundred. In the form of The Cherokee Phoenix, the syllabary brought
knowledge, power and action to the Cherokee people and transparency to their government.
After the Trail of Tears, the communication enabled by the syllabary reunited the tribe. Through
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laws and the Constitution, the syllabary allowed the Cherokee to build back stronger than before
and create a framework for future development. The rapid growth, longevity and many forms of
the Cherokee syllabary speak to the power of writing, as a tool of communication that can spread
knowledge, create governments, empower citizens, inspire resistance, and bring people together
in even the most trying of circumstances. Most of all, Sequoyah’s syllabary has enabled the tribe
to record their stories, so that rather than being defined by English histories, the Cherokee can
write their own talking leaves.
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Appendix A

This is Sequoyah’s completed syllabary, with each symbol listed next to an English phonetic
pronunciation of the sound.

Native Languages, “Native Languages of the Americas: Cherokee (Tsalagi),” accessed April 15,
2021, http://www.native-languages.org/cherokee.htm.
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